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Fresh growth exceeds center store gains

4-YEAR DOLLAR GROWTH

1.3X

Source: IRI FreshLook POS data,  Multi-Outlet,  52 weeks ending 12/31/2017, 2016, 2015, 2014 4 year CAGR 2

$ size

$59.8B

$48.6B

$12.3B

$6.3B

+$4.4B

Source: IRI FreshLook POS data,  Multi-Outlet,  52 weeks ending 12/31/2017
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Produce outgrows all other fresh departments
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Continued growth is very possible

55%
Trips including 
produce
.

While participation is at 99%, room to improve purchase frequency & spend per trip

Households 
purchasing

Sales per 
store

All produce 99.6% $49,644

Vegetables 98.2% $22,671

Fruit 98.8% $21,290

Other produce 73.5% $5,683

Source: Nielsen,  52 weeks ending 12/31/2017 4



Finding pockets of future growth

Healthy 
living

Ethical 
living

One-size-fits-me

Shopping 
experience Convenience
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HEALTHY LIVING

Produce consumption is seen as being essential to overall health 
and recognized for managing/preventing specific health 
conditions. Nutrition-focused produce shoppers de-emphasize 
price and are driving dollars across the store.

6



Americans are more focused on health & wellness

63% 
are trying to eat 
healthier

49%
are consciously trying 
to eat more fruit and 
vegetables

35%
followed a diet in 2017
 Vegan
 Low carb
 Vegetarian
 High protein
 Paleo (caveman diet)
 Mediterranean

7Source: Nielsen, Healthy Living Survey 2017



Whole health equals a big, big opportunity

Using food as medicine:
 47.8 million households
 $286 billion in spending

With more growth to come:
 Millennials love fresh
 Aging Boomers
 Increase in chronic diseases
 Rising health care costs
 Desire for information
 Access to information

8Source: Nielsen, Healthy Living Survey 2017



From health insurance companies to Time magazine
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For example, the aging population opportunity

Ingredients:
 Fiber
 Heart healthy
 Vitamins and minerals
 Antioxidants

Innovation:
 Functional foods
 Easier-to-open packaging
 Easier-to-read labels
 Age-specific formulations
 Benefit-specific formulations

10



Half makes you whole

Reinforce common knowledge
 Support the 360 degree whole health 

approach with produce playing a central role
 Only 48% of shoppers eat fresh produce daily

 Reinforce
 Eating produce variety:                     system
 Eating fresh produce often
 Eating the recommended daily amount

1

MacDill Commissary, FL

11Source 48%: Nielsen, Healthy Living Survey 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An aging population, more Americans with chronic diseases, growing demand for transparency, access to technology to research and rising healthcare premiums are just some of the reasons driving a growing focus on health and wellness



Dietitian’s Choice | Enjoy a healthy treat!

Consider all meal occasions
 56% of shoppers try to consume more 

produce as a snack

 Vegetable snacking is big
 2017 $ growth: +7.4%
 2017 lbs growth: +4.9%

2

Coborn’s, MN

12Source: Nielsen, 52 weeks ending 12/31/2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Snacking and treating involve many need states. Better-for-you snacks, such as produce, play an important role in providing shoppers with choice. The National Confectioners Association calls it the continuum of choice — recognizing the many different need states as it pertains to checkout purchases. These range from refreshing with gum/mints, a little reward in the form of a candy bar to something more substantial to hold them over to dinner. The confectionery industry recognizes the role of candy in the diet as a treat, not a meal replacement and encourages retailers to provide choice, preferably educated choice. While candy manufacturers have pledged to list calorie counts on the front of pack and offer more lower-calorie products at the front end, retailers can make good choices easy with stations like these. Sure, they’re hard to keep stocked and easily forgotten by the produce department. But a continuum of choice that includes produce snacking can open up a completely new consumption occasion for the mature category of produce.



What’s all the hullabaloo about berries?

Go beyond the overall health halo
 Highlight specific benefits or attributes

 4-6 in 10 people associate produce with:
 Digestive health
 Heart health
 Healthy weight
 Essential nutrients
 Avoiding empty calories
 Providing energy
 Building immunity
 Mind health/happiness and more! 

Shop ‘N Save, PA

3

13Source: FMI, Power of Produce 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Produce has significant opportunity to market against specific benefits or attributes as shoppers increasingly make the connection between food and health.  An aging population, more Americans with chronic diseases, growing demand for transparency, access to technology to research and rising healthcare premiums are just some of the reasons driving a growing focus on health and wellness. Unlike years past, when shoppers tried finding answers in fad diets or supplements, Americans are increasingly taking a 360 degree whole health approach with produce consumption playing a central role. Retailers can work with growers to call out specific attributes and benefits that may resonate with shoppers trying to manage or prevent health issues, just like this in-store reminder. Fighting a cold? It’s not just oranges, but berries too are high in vitamin C. High cholesterol? Berries are a great cholesterol-free snack. Help shoppers make the connection!



Some other examples

Lowes Foods, SC H-E-B, TX
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Featured item: antioxidant mix 

Play into popular diet trends
 2018 poll with 2000 retail dietitians shows 2 

biggest diets play into produce’s strong suit:
 Clean eating
 Plant-based diets

 No. 1 superfood in 2018 are fermented foods
 Many top 10 superfoods are produce: 

avocados, seeds, nuts, kale, exotic fruits and 
coconut products

Kowalski’s, MN

4

15Source: RDBA Annual Trend Survey 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clean eating and plant-based diets are predicted to remain the two most popular diets of 2018, according to retail dietitians. No better opening for produce to lead consumers where they want to go. Diet trends come and go. Over the past 15 years, we moved from whole grain to superfoods to low-carb to gluten-free and high-protein. In 2018, according to a poll with over 2,000 retail dietitians, the two biggest diets play right into produce’s strong suit: clean eating and plant-based diets. Additionally, the low-carb ketogenic diet moved into third place.  The movement toward clean eating reflects a change in how consumers view food. They are searching for nutrition information and equating diet with overall well-being. Fermented foods such as kombucha, yogurt, kefir, sauerkraut, tempeh and kimchi are expected to be the No. 1 “superfood” group in 2018, according to the dietitians. Many other top 10 contestants are produce items as well: avocados, seeds (the number 1 a year ago), nuts, kale, exotic fruits and coconut products. These items are likely to pop up on many diet and healthy eating apps, websites and recipes. But it doesn’t mean everyone knows how to prepare them. What are you doing to help consumers with their diet du jour?



Some more examples

Cubs, MN Kootenay Coop, Canada

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are more than 44,000 recipes on Pinterest alone for avocado toast.? Avocados have shown double-digit year-over-year growth in this millennium -- and Millennials are a big part of the reason why. Recent studies show avocados now top shopping lists in produce departments. Doesn’t mean everyone knows how to make them. 



Fresh cut fruit | 1 spoon | 30 calories

Provide simple, useful tools
 46% of shoppers don’t feel there is enough 

nutrition information on produce readily 
available

 Nutrition information is powerful… when it 
makes sense 
 Few consumers think in ounces, cups or grams
 Pass the common sense test on signage, 

recipes and informationUnited Supermarkets, TX

5

17Source: FMI, Power of Produce 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHAT I LOVE ABOUT THIS:As a researcher, I quickly learned that it’s easy to get lost in your own world and vocabulary. A technical geek sentence that worked perfectly fine for me left many others scratching their heads. The same goes for shoppers: Just keep it simple.Shoppers are increasingly tying food to their overall health and crave information.Whether driven by government regulations that are on the horizon or as part of a bigger consumer education program, many retailers are starting to implement menu labeling in their deli prepared offerings.Information is great, but is it always useful? When shopping with a friend the other day, she threw up her hands in the air when seeing all the “x calories per ounce” signage when we hit the deli self-serve bar for lunch. She was frustrated because she had no idea how many ounces a spoonful of salad dressing was. Or a serving spoon of potato salad. Or a spoonful of cut fruit.Few consumers think in ounces, cups or grams. But providing calorie counts by the spoon, as seen here at United Supermarkets in Dallas, now that makes sense to me. A refreshing, common sense approach to nutritional menu labeling in my book! Whether this or other information, do your signs pass the common sense test?



Hey Kids, grab a healthy snack on us! 

Connect with parents and kids
 Young children are one of few major 

factors altering food shopping and 
consumption behavior
 Kids are an important point of entry for 

organic
 Engage with kids directly
 New mom, baby and kid clubs

Coborn’s, MN

6
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ETHICAL LIVING

Transparency is big. Today’s consumers want to make better 
choices, and to do this, they want to be better informed about 
the what, where, when, why and how of produce items

19



Regardless of the angle asked, transparency is big

69% 
Want to know more 
about a company’s 
personal, social and 
environmental 
practices 

73%
Feel positive about 
companies that are 
transparent about 
how and where their 
products are grown, 
made or raised 

68%
Are willing to pay more 
for “free-from” food 
and drinks

20Source: Hartman 2017



And transparency-driven claims are driving sales

+11.1% sales growth 
+411 items

+12.5% sales growth
+352 items

+11.2% sales growth
+694 items

+8.3% sales growth 
+402 items

+14.8% sales growth
+208 items

+4.8% sales growth
+254 items

21Source: Nielsen, 52 weeks ending 12/31/2017



We have over 196 varieties of organic produce

Capture growth with organic produce
 9% of total produce sales
 +8.0% dollar growth
 +9.2% pound growth

 Fruit: +12.9%
 Vegetables: +4.3%

Cashwise, MN

7

22Source: IRI, MULO, 52 weeks ending 12/31/2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Don’t lose shoppers over perception, show them reality. Organic specialty stores still get a lot of traffic from shoppers who believe their regular store doesn’t have much in terms of organic produce. Especially in stores with integrated strategies, devoted organic shoppers may not realize the full assortment available. Oftentimes, this leads to a dual store strategy in which they purchase center store and select perimeter items in one store and take another trip to an organic/specialty store for produce and meat. Oftentimes, their primary store has been building up their organic assortment and may carry many of the items. Don’t lose out over perception and tout the depth of your organic assortment.



Not only are we local, but we buy local

Add to local image with local sourcing

 54% want their store to add more locally-
grown produce
 Highest of all special attributes
 Great overlap with organic shopper
 High interest among Boomers
 Ensure vendor compliance with food safety

 Drivers are support of the local economy, 
freshness and the environmentReasor’s, OK

8

23Source : Retail Feedback Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Local is hot and shoppers want more. They buy local for very specific reasons and linking marketing messaging to shoppers’ thought process can help drive increased purchases and penetration for a higher-margin item.  Most stores sell local items, but not everyone tells a good story. When the Retail Feedback Group asked shoppers why they buy local produce specifically, keeping the dollar in the community, freshness and environmental impact emerged as the top three reasons. Why not remind shoppers about that when in-store? They just may open their wallet a little further when reminded of the farmer up the street or a reduced environmental impact. And, what inspires current buyers may inspire a few nonbuyers as well! After all, while organic continues to see distinct pockets of interest, local sees broad demographic interest. 



Some other examples

Wegmans, PA H-E-B, TX Publix, FL

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? There is no denying local is hot. But technology enables growers and retailers to bring shoppers to the farm regardless of whether it is up the street or 2,000 miles away.  In the past few years, growers and retailers have worked closely together to develop integrated marketing strategies leveraging the local farmer and local economy. Looking at the popularity of local, this is clearly working. But where does it leave growers who sell to retailers in other parts of the country? Like this California berry farm selling products in my Florida store? The answer is technology that allows shoppers to visit the farm virtually. With traceability being the ultimate form of transparency, growers can still connect the farm with the end user, even if on the other side of the country.  



Environmentally-friendly, recyclable, reusable

Packaging waste is rising on the shopper radar
 Want their store to carry more produce 

in the following packaging types:
 Environmentally-friendly (52%)
 Resealable (49%)
 Reduces food waste (47%)
 Reusable (30%)

De Goudreinet, NL

9

25Source : The Power of Produce 2017



Better for farmers, better for you

Sustainable farming is driving dollars at 
retail

 +11.4% dollar growth
Collective organic, GMO-free, sustainably 
grown, etc claims 

 +10.8% dollar growth
Business practices, such as fair trade, 
ethical, etc claims 

10

Sam’s Club, FL

26Source: Nielsen, 52 weeks ending 12/31/2017



Some more examples

City Acres, NYWhole Foods, TX

27



SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

Many channels want a bite out of the produce dollar. Finding 
a way to draw shoppers to your store by offering unique 
experiences is a key way to leverage the power of produce to 
drive traffic, basket size and profits

28



Leverage emotional connections

Emotional connections drive loyalty

29Source: Mori Research, 2015

Emotionally engaged customers are:
 3x more likely to recommend
 3x more likely to re-purchase
 Less likely to shop around
 Less price sensitive

over 20% before they would defect)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In his book, Married to the Brand, William McEwen notes that “whether a company is marketing hamburgers or microprocessors, there's an impressive financial return that results from emotionally engaging consumers – and there's a substantial cost that results from disengaging them."As we saw, emotionally engaged customers are loyal consumers. And loyal consumers are the holy grail of marketing, as evidenced by the Mori and Retail Feedback Group numbers:Repurchase. Obvious, but the key benefit of loyal customers is that they come back. This reduces business risk and evens out sales fluctuations with a consistent base of customers.Recommend. Emotionally engaged customers are three times more likely to recommend you, according to a Mori study in 2010. And, given that word of mouth recommendations are estimated to account for 30-55% of all purchase decisions, this has a huge value.Pay higher prices. Loyal customers are less price sensitive. The same study by Mori showed that one in three emotionally engaged customers said they would need a discount of over 20% before they would defect.Spend more. Happy customers spend up to twice as much as unhappy customers and are up to 11 times more likely to sample your other product lines.Save you money. It costs six to seven times more to gain a new customer than to retain an existing customer and there are additional savings with lower transaction costs (e.g. contract negotiation and order processing).All important arguments to leverage emotion



Dwelling is selling

+30%
Dwell time can increase 
sales

+5.4%
Improving the in-store 
sensory engagement 
drives lift

30

Creating buzz and points of interruption along the path of purchase 
inspires trips & purchases

Sources: Ogden-Barnes, Barclay, Deakin University | Retail Next

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pine and Gilmore in their book, The Experience Economy, note that one of the major characteristics of the experience economy is that customers become engaged in a "personal" way. And, they make a compelling case that today's customers want and expect to be "positively, emotionally and memorably impacted at every level of their commercial existence." In-store sensory engagement can reinvent the shopping experience. The Ogden-Barnes research using test stores found that improving the in-store sensory engagement lifts average sales by 5.4 percent. Similarly, Retail Next found that increasing dwell time can improve sales by as much as 30 percent. Typically we have mere seconds of shoppers’ attention. Creating theatre and many points of interruption are important building blocks for growing sales through experiental retailing. Generating multi-sensory experiences delights and entertains shoppers, giving them the opportunity to feel a real connection to the products they are about to buy. Shoppers get to understand the brand at a deeper level, walking away with a memorable (often playful) experience… and a store purchase.There are many possible points of engagement beyond the candy aisle and front end. Consider the baking area (baking with candy), cards and party items (confections as gifts and for sharing and celebration), flowers (candy bouquets), and so on. 



Sampling

Sampling is one of the few things online 
can’t do
 Let shoppers experience the food

 Dwelling is selling
 Sensory experiences drive emotional connections

 While sampling can be an operational 
challenge, don’t forget the power of yum!
 And go for the upsell, caramel-dipped apple slices!

Bristol Farms, CA

11

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Sampling is one of the few things online sellers can’t do. Let shoppers experience the food and it will sell itself.  There is no denying the growth in e-commerce. While brick-and-mortar retailers are rightfully investing in customer service and experience, there are plenty of shoppers who believe ordering groceries while sitting on the couch in their pajamas is the best experience in the world. In their own way, online grocers offer convenience, information, education, recipes and many other benefits that were once deemed strongholds of brick-and-mortar retailers. Sampling, however, is one advantage online retailers can’t match. While sampling can be an operational challenge, don’t forget the power of the wow! 



Clip your own herbs | 99c per bag

Grown in-store and clip-your-own 
drive engagement
 57% of consumers believe growing 

some produce in-store is a great 
idea

 Clip your own herbs
50% margin!!!

12

Lowes Foods, SC

32Source: 2018 Indoor Growing Survey



Eye-catching displays have universal appeal

Center-store wisdom
 End caps
 23% more dollars
 34% more unit movement

 Doubling of facings
 More noting: +28%
 Re-examination: +35%
 Choice: +10%

 Eye/top shelf positioning
 Noting: +17%
 Re-examination: +36%
 Choice: +20%

13

33Sources: IRI | Euromonitor | Ogden-Barnes, Barclay, Deakin University Research



Viva Italia store-wide event

Events drive sales: base and incremental, 
for the category and total store
 Holidays are proven way to drive trial 

that can pay off in repeat purchases at 
full revenue throughout the year

 Self-invented holidays when no one 
else is chasing the same occasion… 
even better! 

14

Publix, FL

34



We know a thing or two about events too!

35



Some more examples
$ SALES INCREASE DURING SALE

879%
Pineapples sold Oct. 20-22, 2017: 

10,542 = $10,779

Pineapples sold Oct. 21-23, 2016: 

368 = $1,100.64

# INCREASE DURING SALE

2765%
36



CONVENIENCE

Shoppers strive to optimize their free time, as time pressures are 
mounting. Shoppers are eating out more and spending less time on 
preparing meals — willing to pay more to “buy time”

37



38

Solutions to maximize free time/doing things that matter

Sources: Datamonitor and Yankelovich

44% 
it’s difficult to 
manage daily 
obligations while 
finding time to relax

70% 
Don’t have the 
time to do all the 
things they need to 
do

50% 
believe lack of time 
is a bigger problem 
than lack of money



What’s driving the convenience megatrend?

Convenience megatrend

Household 
changes

Added time 
pressures

Lack of 
knowledge

Available 
solutions

“Buying time”
Rising preference for quick, efficiency-driven products;

even if at a price premium

39



Causing different eating habits: food-on-the-go 
and eating out

58%

Eat their evening 
meal away from 

home 1-2 
times/week

13%

Eat their evening 
meal away from 

home 3-4 
times/week

20%

of Millennials 
eat out 

3-4 times/week

40Sources: IRI, Panel, Top Trends in Fresh 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly six in ten eat meals away from home at least twice a week, while 13% are going out at least half the week—and millenials are even more apt to eat out more than half the week!



And simplified meal preparation

4.9
Weekly home-cooked dinners

37% Mostly from scratch

55% Mix of scratch & 
semi/fully-prepared items

8% Mostly semi/fully-prepared 
items 

41

58% 
Max 30 minutes on 
dinner, incl. preparation, 
cooking and cleanup

Sources: IRI and FMI Power of Foodservice at Retail 2018



Short cuts — Fresh cut. For you. 

At 13.5% of total produce sales, value-
added continues to drive dollars
 +4.4% dollar growth
 Fruit: +0.4%
 Vegetables: +7.4%

 +2.6% pound growth
 Fruit: -2.6%
 Vegetables: +5.3%Hy-Vee, IA

15

42Sources: IRI, MULO, 52 weeks ending 12/31/2017



BLT time! Bacon Lettuce Tomato

Meal stations drive extra dollars
 60% of Americans don’t  know what’s for 

dinner at 4 p.m.

 38% of Americans like the idea of meal stations 

 61% of value-added buyers do

 Produce, meat, bakery, center store… inspire 
and everyone wins, including the consumer

Giant Eagle, PA

16

43Sources: IRI and FMI Power of Foodservice at Retail 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Two in five Americans don’t  know what’s for dinner two hours before the meal is supposed to be on the table. Inspire… and win. Any given weekday, a third of Americans don’t know if they’re cooking or eating out that day. And even if they plan to cook, 40 percent haven’t decided what they’ll make. Many of these shoppers end up at restaurants or are wandering around in the aisles of their grocery store. Likely, they’ll pick up the same old, same old. But retailers have a great opportunity for them to pick up the same old and something new with no-brainer stations like this one featuring all the items for tonight’s dinner. Produce, meat and center store, everyone wins, including the consumer.



Prep+Pared | Ingredients 100% measured & prepped

Meal kits are carving out a unique niche 
moving from subscription delivery to in-store
 23% of shoppers have used a meal kit
 9% have purchased one

 Meal kits at retail
 $154.6 million in sales
 +26%
 Popular among “gourmet foodies”Kroger, OH

17

44Sources: Nielsen “What’s Cooking” meal kit study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Capitalizing on consumer desires for fast and fresh, in addition to the growing popularity of pre-portioned ingredients for complete meal prep at home, traditional retailers are also garnering big success with a range of in-store meal kit offerings. Notably, in the year ended 2017, in-store meal kits generated $154.6 million in sales, posting growth of more than 26% year-over-year. For context, total brick-and-mortar sales for center store edibles (grocery, dairy, frozen foods) dipped 0.1% last year to $374 billion.Of the 9% of Americans who have tried a meal kit, 6% have purchased exclusively online. And as a result, online meal kit companies are seeing tremendous growth.Getting back to meal kit shoppers, Nielsen conducted a recent analysis of its “What’s Cooking” consumer segmentation to determine which consumers groups are avid meal kit buyers. The analysis found that more than one-fourth (26%) of meal kit users classify themselves as gourmet cooks. Comparatively, only 16% of U.S. consumers consider themselves gourmet cooks, highlighting the notable appeal of meal kits to this consumer segment. On the flip side, 15% of Americans consider themselves frozen foodies, yet only 9% of frozen food consumers are meal kit users.Digging into to what meal kit buyers look for in the offerings they purchase, almost 60% say value for the money is extremely important, and almost half (49%) say low-cost items are important. In terms of what they experience across the meal kit landscape, 56% of consumers disagree that meal kit services are affordable for everyone. For retailers and pure-play meal kit providers alike, this insight suggests that they need to clearly articulate the value their offerings provide when pitted against traditional options.As retailers look at the potential in the meal kit space, they will need to understand the attributes that customers look for and develop offerings that clearly highlight the value they offer when compared against more traditional offerings.



Make-it-yourself soup kits 

Pinterest calls “souping” the new “juicing”
 ½ of shoppers find restaurant soup more 

exciting than retail packaged soup

 Traditional soup sales are flat, but growth in:
 Bisques
 Ethnic varieties
 Soup similar dishes, such as Pho and Ramen

18

Albert Heijn, the Netherlands

45Source: Pinterest usage analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I love about this? Soup and stews are in its busy season as consumer favorites during the cold winter months. And social media giant, and trend analyzer, Pinterest is calling “souping” the new “juicing.” It is soup season, but consumers are looking beyond the soup aisle. A Mintel report found that nearly half of all consumers agree that restaurant soup is more exciting than retail packaged soup. Consumers are looking for an experience and seeking higher flavor soups and preferences are changing. While old favorites such as chicken noodle and tomato make up the lion share of sales, dollars are flat while growth is seen in rich bisques and ethnic varieties. Mintel noted that soup-similar items, notably pho and ramen, have exploded in availability and sales.  This provides a great opening for the produce department. Driven by Millennials, soups and stews are becoming spicier, more flavorful and feature lots of natural ingredients, particularly vegetables. As a mature category, souping is a great additional consumption occasion for produce to bring experience and flavor to an old classic. Just like these soup meal kits at Albert Heijn in the Netherlands? The word “souping” will need to grow on me, but the concept is a great one.   



Zucchini as alternative for spaghetti 

Spiralized and riced vegetables are two fast 
growing innovations
 Tracking on social media sites, such as 

Pinterest and Instagram
 Sales

 $47 million total
 Veggie noodles: $30 million with growth of +409%
 Cauliflower rice: $17 million with growth of +113%
 Moving into other vegetables, such as beets, 

carrots and sweet potatoes

Dierbergs, MO

19

46Source: Nielsen, 52 weeks ending October 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I love about this? Spiralized and riced vegetables are big among carb-conscious consumers as alternatives to pasta and rice. While becoming widely available, not all shoppers will make the connection.  It was trend tracking on social media sites, such as Pinterest, Instagram and health blogs that alerted manufacturers to how consumers were finding innovative ways of using vegetables. Addressing two mega trends, convenience and health and wellness, veggie noodles and cauliflower rice represent two fast growing innovations. Combined sales may have only totaled $47 million for the 52 weeks ending in October 2017, but growth is off the charts as shoppers look for healthier alternative to traditional pasta and rice dishes, according to Nielsen. Representing $30 million, veggie noodles grew 409%. Cauliflower rice generated $17 million in sales and grew 113%. Further growth is likely, particularly when pointing out the “as alternative to” connection for shoppers who are not up to speed on the veggie noodle trend, but may be interested all the same. Here we see Albert Heijn in the Netherlands making that connection very clearly, in combination with providing a health-focused recipe. With veggie noodles, the possibilities are endless. It started with zucchini/squash and it is quickly evolving into beets, carrots and sweet potato, and more innovation may lie ahead.



Cross-merchandising 20

Bringing other fresh items into produce or          Bringing produce into the store

47



Pre-order your carved pumpkins today

And sometimes, convenience is just 
purely taking advantage of a market 
opportunity!

We sell pre-made Easter baskets, we 
can pay someone to hang Christmas 
lights, why not carve their pumpkins!

Harmons, UT

21
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ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL
ME

49



What do all these have in common?

50

PERSONALIZATION



Personalization is everywhere

Enabled by technology and 
driven by demographic 
changes, one-size-fits-me is 
the new way Americans 
plan, shop and consume

51

 Continued rise of specialty
items

 Emphasis on claims
 Customized services with 

made-for-me drinks and foods
 Build-a-flavor innovation
 Targeted emails and outreach
 Specialty stores



Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement,

1950 2017

55%
Married Couples 

w/Kids

29%
Married Couples 

w/o Kids

23%
Married Couples 

w/o Kids

28%
Singles Living 

Alone

20%
Married Couples 

w/Kids

9%
Singles Living 

Alone

And… changing households

52

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all are keenly aware of the changing US landscape. In the 1950s—more than half of all married households had kids, of course, it was a male-dominated, single-income household and time to prepare meals was available and stereotypically—expected! Of course, today’s changing world shows that only one in five married couples have kids and singles are three times more likely to live alone compared to 60 years ago. And, of course, dual-income households are on the rise.All of this signals a need for convenience.



Chop Shoppe | You pick it. We prep it. 

69%
interested in their store offering a 
“produce butcher”

18%  Very interested
51%  Somewhat interested
31%  Wouldn’t use it
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Coborn’s, MN

53Source: Power of Produce 2017



Fresh juice, which one will be your main squeeze?

Smoothies and juicing are a niche 
but growth segment
 23% of shoppers try to consumer 

more produce through smoothies 
and juicing 
 Popular among Millennials
 And parents, particularly with young 

children

54Source: Power of Produce 2017
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We gladly break packages, just ask us

Shop ‘N Save, PA

Customer service already is and will be an 
even greater differentiator in food retail
 Providing service with growing fixed-

weight packaging in produce

 How many shoppers would actually 
take you up on your offer? All the 
same, get the credit from every single 
one of your shoppers

24
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Customer service already is and will be an even greater differentiator for retailers in this highly competitive environment.  In the meat department, butchers are a proven differentiator and a way to educate, sell and upsell customers who are looking for a customized order or unsure how to prepare certain items. In produce, most shoppers would be hard-pressed to find associates who can answer their questions or customize an order. With growing fixed weight packaging in produce, yet an ever-rising share of single person households, produce may start to encounter some of the same issues seen in the meat case: a mismatch of package size and household size. This is a wonderful example of how to address that. How many shoppers would actually take you up on your offer to break packages, be it herbs, be it a bag of oranges? All the same, you get the credit for offering from every single one of your shoppers, regardless of uptake.  



Something for everyone pineapple display

Variety wins the game
 Value-added is loved by some, 

avoided by others
 Whole, halved, rings or chunks

 Convenience comes at different 
levels of preparation

Hy-Vee, IA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas Ripe for the PickingWhat I love about this? Value-added is loved by some, avoided by others. Variety wins the game.  Whole, halved, rings or chunks — you name it, this display got it. Reality is that there are shoppers who are very willing to pay a significant price differential for the convenience of having the work done for them. Others, whether it’s value added produce, meat or deli, are not able or willing to pay the price difference, do not like the thought of others touching their food, or  prefer to prepare items themselves. By combining all levels of preparation in one eye-catching display, shoppers have a choice. And choice, particularly when customized to the shopper audience, drives sales — everyone wins. 



Green/red cabbage quarters

Adapt portion size to household size
 Smaller households are growing

 Singles: 27%
 Two-person HHs: 34%
 Three-person HHs: 15%

 Meal makeup is changing
 More frequent snacking and small meals versus 

3 main meals
 Side dish cultureWoolworth’s Australia
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57Source: U.S. Population survey 2017



Start picking your ideas today! 

 Download the 52               ideas for inspiration!
 www.peirone.com

 And stay tuned for more

 For questions or additional information
 Mike: mkamphaus@peirone.com
 Anne-Marie: aroerink@210analytics.com
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